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Nation
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Annual Band Frolic kicks-off tonight
By Ann Neely
staff Writer

Mondale enters race
Former Vice President Walter
r Mondale announced his intenljon to enter the race for the 1984
pemocratic
presidential
nomination before a 'cheering
crowd' gathered in the chambers
„f the Minnesota House of
Representatives. Mondale in
dicated that his campaign would
take on a decidedly liberal look.

Sen. Hart campaigns

°e«r3-

Sen. Gary Hart opened up his
campaign for the 1984 Democratic
presidential nomination after an
nouncing his official candidacy
before the Statehouse of his home
state Colorado. Hart says he is at
tempting to 'set a new course for
the Democratic Party and
ultimately the nation.'

EPA buys community
The Environmental Protection

Open 7 days a week [Agency agreed this week to 'buy
PV Heme A TOUt

J

•

out' the entire community of
ioxin-plagued Times Beach, Mo.,
using $33.1 million from grants
signed to clean up hazardous
tes. The EPA will pay residents
[to leave homes that have been en
dangered by toxic levels that are
considered more than 300 times the
considered 'safe level.'

Queen to be protested
More than 20,000 protestors

are expected to gather in San Fran
cisco next Thursday when Queen
Elizabeth II arrives to attend a
tote dinner at the Golden Gate
"ark's De Young Museum.
Protestors from groups such as the
Wice B. Tokla's Gay Democratic
Club to the Young Socialist
Alliance plan to gather on a large
Passy field within 600 yards of the
Museum.

Satellite successful
„ The Infrared Astronomy
totellite, a joint U.S.-Britainut<-h effort launched from Vanenberg Air Force base last month,
as
been receiving rave reviews
°® astronomers around the
°rld. The satellite has begun
d -~o the star, galaxies and
uds of dust with a sensitive inrar«l telescope.

tyace shuttle ready
£ S°llP

fejje space shuttle Challenger
j.
be ready in time for a launch
DrnKi ^arch 19 after oxygen leak
ms with the engine have
ie
be p?°'Ve£l according to NASA.
Ghallengers four-man crew
Mil
Ver into orbit the first
ra, - '
, Xlng and Data Relay Satellite,
. e8ging of three such com
tonii
cation stations which will
frmit
j „-* continuous contact between
L' ' astronauts and the Johnson
Ce Center in Houston.

Uement of Band Frolic
has Iie
agam swept the campus
L?vino
month B'h°UPS ha,e
last
hkm. ;• •
spradine countless
hours singing, dancing, and rehearsmg lines for UOP's 55th annual big

5-m ia°r ght and tomorrow night at
with ti '"J"8 #roups wiU compete
wuh thmr skits for first, second, and
third place trophies in the categories
of all-male, all-female, and co-ed
living areas. A judging panel will con
sist ot three judges-two from the
faculty and one from off campusand will critique in such areas as
creativity, presentation, movement,
a? i^>US'Ca^ty
a maximum score
ot 100 points, explains Band Frolic
Chairperson Michael Hamm.
A slight decrease in this year's
entrants, down from last year's 17, is
attributable to organizational
problems claims Hamm. Brad Mar
tin, Jackson's dorm president, ex
plains there was a "communication
problem" between his dorm and
Hamm. The flu was also a problem
for Jackson, but Martin attributed
most of their non-participation to
apathy. Other nonparticipants in
clude Eiselen, Ritter, Wemyss, Jessie
B., and last year's co-ed winners,
Werner. Despite this apathy, Hamm
feels that there is no less enthusiasm
for Band Frolic this year than when
he was in charge last year. "All of the
groups looked really good Sunday at
dress rehearsal. I think we're in for
some nice surprises4his year."
The participating dorms are
equally excited. John Saitta described
Carter House as "fired up and
gung ho," and Farley's "going
strong," according to one enthusiastic

frolicer. South/West's director Ellen
Kramer is "planning on winning.
Band Frolic's going really well," she
says, "It'd better be—we've rehearsed
every night for the past two weeks!"
Grace Covell's director Matt Ginn
was too busy rehearsing to comment,
but Grace Covell has been reported to
be "actively working on Band
Frolic." Price's director, Dave McCaleb, who brought Grace third place
last year, feels Price will surprise
some people, though he admits the
dorm "hasn't done too well in the
past."
Hamm worries about the
elaborateness of Greek entrants.
"Competition shouldn't be the
primary goal of Band Frolic," he ex
plains. "It's the experience that's the
most important." Last year's win
ning co-director, Archania's Gene
Damicas, echos his sentiments.
"Band Frolic has already accom
plished its goal; it's a great project to
bring people together. Of course, the
nature of Band Frolic is com
petitive," he continues, "but our
main thrust has been pulling
together." Omega Phi Alpha's direc
tor Jack Singer was unavailable for
comment, but competition among
fraternities promises to be as intense as
ever. AKL, according to ticketman
Dave Kovisto, is "psyched up." He
jokes, "We've been eating, sleeping,
and living Band Frolic!" SAE, on the
other hand, is trying to clean up its
act. President Charles Quinn ex
plains: "This will be the cleanest
show yet. We've been getting
progressively cleaner. Our priorities
are different now; we've stopped
fooling around. SAE is coming
back."
The sororities echo their en
thusiasm. Tri Delta's LeeAnn Payne

Kappa Alpha Theta prepares to defend their Band Frolic Sorority Championship.
feels "ready" and says that the Trideltas are getting "really excited."
Heidi Haller, in charge of last year's
number one Kappa Alpha Theta,
assures
that
Thetas
are
"going...crazy!" She adds they're
really having fun with their skit this
year. Alpha Chi Omega's director
Lani Battiste feels "very excited,"
and that A-Chi-O will do "pretty
well." "We'll see!" she adds. Delta
Gamma's director Liz Ward defined

DG's Band Frolic as "great, but it's
hard to be competitive." She ex
plains, "You never know what stories
the other groups will come up with,
so it's tough to know how well we'll
do. It's like competing with a play,
so it's difficult, but it's a lot of fun,
too."
Hamm really enjoys this oppor
tunity to deal with people for the
second year. He says he's more
relaxed this year, but he admits he's

"still nervous." "Particular groups
have been really cooperative and the
steering group is very competent," he
states, which helps make his job more
pleasant. "I'd like to come back in
five years and see how Band Frolic
looks then."
It is not likely that tickets will be
available at the door, but tickets for
tonight's show are probably still
available, according to Hamm.
Saturday's show has been sold out.

A S U O P and PPC plan consolidation
By Michel Murphy
Staff Writer

ASUOP and
the Pacific
Programming Council (PPC) plan to
consolidate into one new board-the
Associated Students Programming
Board-according to Proposition F of
the 1983 ASUOP Constitutional
Amendments.
ASUOP presently maintains
four programs: Cinema, Forum,
Social and Concerts. According to
PPC Chair and ASUOP Cinema
Director Dean Sorensen, PPC is more
committee oriented, consisting ot
Cinema, Culture, Recreation, Special
Events, Pacific Wilderness Experience,
Video and Photography.
According to ASUOP President
Joe Hartley, the PPC suffered a real
identity problem" since its 1975
origin Competition and duplication
conflict
arose
between
the
organizations. The PPC moved tnto
thp ASUOP office in 198U, anu
-i.u„.,nh it

created problems^fi^

were able to work more closely
together.
In October of 1982 the Program
Consolidation Committee was for
med to consider a merger between
ASUOP and the PPC. An extensive
self-study of ASUOP and PPC was
compiled and analyzed by a Program
Consideration Committee comprised
of Joe Hartley, ASUOP Travel
Coordinator Ann Heinsen, ASUOP
Business Manager and Programs Advisior Tim O'Neill, University Center
Director Jim Paull, Dean Sorensen
and PPC Secretary and Treasurer
Karen Strickland.
Research resulted in the January
1983 "Report on the Consolidation
of Pacific Programming." The com
mittee discovered specific areas where
change and moderation would benefit
students.
The committee found a need to
reduce the strong link connecting
elected student leaders and activity
programming, reporting the time
committment of the ASUOP

President should be concentrated
more toward the political needs of
students, yet maintaining some an
swerability to the students through
elected representatives.
According to Hartley, "The
overriding goal from separating
ASUOP programming from ASUOP
politics is to minimize the influence of
a bad president, and maximize the in
fluence of a good one," adding fur
ther that he feels they have "reached
a really good balance."
The committee also feels the ef
fort of ASUOP and the PPC should
be unified instead of duplicated,
creating a programming group highly
capable of reaching the needs of the
whole student body.
Under the proposal, the board
would closely resemble the current
PPC structure, adding concentration
on committees. The committees of
the board would include Cultural
Awareness, Films, Fine Arts, Indoor
Recreation, Outdoor Recreation,
Lectures, Social and Special Events.

All committees would be chaired
by unpaid volunteers, chosen from a
Selection Committee. Program fun
ding would come from an $85.00
ASUOP student fee, while the
$10.00 University Center fee designed
for student activities would be
eliminated.
Vice President of Student Life
Judith Chambers "enthusiastically
endorses the proposal" and feels it

will, "improve the quality of
programming, provide more oppor
tunities for students in leadership
positions, avoid duplication and
really join the two groups that have
been responsible for major aspects of
activities," having "the best interests
of the student body and UOP."
The planned Associated Students
Programming Board will be voted on
by the entire student body and will
become effective following approval.

Travel now restricted
By Anne Neely
Staff Writer

Due to the current University
financial crunch, UOP faculty mem
bers now face restrictions on travel
funding and must show "professional
intent" and have "some direct
professional output" for University
funded trips, according to assistant to
the Academic Vice President Michael
Davis. No comparable restrictions
have been stipulated for Univer
sity administrators.
The requirement that trips be
justified is not new to either faculty
or administration, but last fall all
deans were advised to "carefully
review (faculty) fund requests,"
states Davis. In the past, University

staff members needed approval of
department chairpersons and deans
to gain access to their $150 travel
fund allotment, which was originally
created to allow faculty members a
chance to travel within the U.S. and
hear other professional viewpoints.
Now faculty members must show
they intend to present a paper in con
nection with any University funded
trip.
A problem here is that
publishing works about education is
difficult, according to Davis. "In a
generation of new knowledge,
teaching is regarded as the
regurgitation of old knowledge," he
states.
These restrictions do not apply

See page 8, col. 5

Pacifican Xo hold forum

OPEC price cut
OPEC members have
1° cut the price of their oil.
Countries, 'ed by Saudi
la
ai _ > bave not disclosed the actie® m°Unt. The other five counL^e Ihe United Arab Emirates,
J0nau> Quatar, Iraq, and Inla' together
kah;
with Saudi
'abia tbey have the ability to
Uce 60% of OPEC's total
^ !ty- A meeting of OPEC has
kilv called for next week to'
®e a unified pricing structure
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Six

Coaches Keith Lowry,

Tom O'Neill, and Denis Willens ponder prospective players during this week's open tryouts

for the basketball team.

The Pacifican will hold an open
forum for ASUOP presidential and
vice-presidential candidates on
Tuesday, March 1 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Pacifican office, third floor, North
Hall.
Candidates will be allotes a four
minute period to express campaign
policies, followed by a 10 minute
Pacifican staff question period. The
floor will be open to a 10 minute

student-candidate question period.
All interested parties are encouraged
to attend.
Petitions for ASUOP offices are
available through today and are due
Monday, February 28 for th up
coming March 15-16 elections. The
7:00 forum will begin with ASUOP
vice-presidential candidates, followed
by ASUOP presidential candidates at
7:30.

Pacifican February 25,1983

Law violates privacy
By Lynn Gogel
Editorial Editor

The right of privacy for over 400,000
teenage girls is currently at stake in the United
States. If the Reagan administration can suc
cessfully appeal an injunction that has blocked
the "squeal law" from going into effect,
federally funded clinics will be required to
notify parents if their teenage daughters are
receiving birth control assistance.
This controversial regulation, originally
scheduled to go into effect February 25, would
require over 5,000 federally funded clinics to
notify parents in writing when girls 17 and un
der receive birth control pills, diaphragms or in
trauterine devices.
Although the government maintains that
the rule is legally sound, it has been rightfully
challenged in various lawsuits by numerous
family planning groups, state agencies and the
American Civil Liberties Union, all of which
maintain that it is unconstitutional and would
result in a dramatic increase in teenage
pregnancies by discouraging girls from getting
birth control assistance.
The government seems to feel that this

parental notification will, in effect, decrease
teenage sexual activity. With current societal
trends, the achievement of this goal through the
proposed regulation is ludicrious. Teenage
premarital sexual activity cannot be curtailed by
such a "scare" tactic as the parental
notification this regulation supports.
President Reagan seems to feel that all
teenagers have an ideally close relationship with
their parents, but as the traditional nuclear
family of the U.S. decays due to the high divorce
rate, economic factors and the increase in
cohabitation, the deterioration of the parentchild relationship is inevitable. Forcing young
women to submit to the knowledge of their
parents won't bring families closer together.
The question of constitutionality of the
regulation also arises. What has become of the
privacy of these young women? This is not to
mention the confidentiality of the physicianpatient relationship that should be binding
regardless of the age of the patient.
Although the idealistic aims of this
regulation are admirable, the potential harm of
abortions, unwanted pregnancies and ignorance
regarding sexual activity greatly outweigh the
proposed benefits of the "squeal law."
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Entertainment Editor

pop-off/pap-of/n: one who talks loosely or loudly.
-Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
Synonyms for pop-off could be humorist,
comedian, joker, fool, clown, and buffoon. At
UOP, it seems as if 'everyone's a pop-off'. At
times, pop-offs are funny, classic, and deser
ving of the description of comedian. But at
other times, pop-offs are ignorant, deranged,
and are pegged as fools. One place where popoffs are not appreciated is the University Center
Theater during movies. Pop-offs at the theater
are ruining the enjoyment of going to the
movies.
"Talking during the progress of a play,
concert, or opera, is very bad manners," accor
ding to Amy Vanderbilt's New Complete Book
of Etiquette. The New Emily Post's Etiquette
says this; "Talking, coughing,...are annoying
and disturbing to everyone in the audience.
Very young people who go to the movies in
droves often ruin the evening for others who
happen to sit near them." The problem at UOP
movies is not very young people according to
their age; the problem lies in young mentalities.

The weekend movies, put on by ASUOP,
are paid for by the student's mandatory
ASUOP fee. The students pay for movies and
not for two hours of usually bad wisecracks or
constant chattering.
Although they are constantly being
shushed, the pop-offs continue as if they feel
they are providing a necessary service. Pressure
to be quiet sometimes cause the pop-offs to
become louder and more obnoxious. This, of
course, is a move which depicts a five-year-old,
not a college student.
There are two possible solutions to this an
noyance. The managers of the theater could
take a more active part in keeping the
noisemakers in line. A move by management
might show the pop-offs that they are not ap
preciated.
The better solution lies in the pop-off him
self. A responsible college student should know
that the movie theater is not the place to prac
tice his Don Rickels impersonation. If the popoff would realize he is making a fool of himself,
he might stop.
There are some great movies coming to
UOP this semester. But until maturity is
achieved by the pop-offs, it might be better to
wait for Home Box Office to show the movies.

Letters to the Editor
Recruitment editorial was excellent
Editor:

I want to express my commen
dation and appreciation to you for
the excellent editorial you wrote in
The Pacifican of February 11, 1983,
"Students Should Recruit." I heartily
endorse the thoughts you expressed in
that editorial and as you know, under
the general direction of the
Enrollment Management Committee
and with the active cooperation of
Dean Les Medford and the Ad
missions Office staff, efforts are now
being made to greatly increase the
participation of students in receiving
student visitors to the campus who
have an interest in learning more
about our University. I have always
felt that students are the ones who
can have the greatest influence on
prospective students in telling them of
their observations and experience at

the University.
May I provide you with some in
formation concerning the Gold Room
to which you referred in the other
editorial you had in that issue of The
Pacifican under the title of "ASUOP
Priorities are Misplaced." No
University funds are being spent on
the renovation of the Gold Room.
This is a project of Regent Winifred
Olson Raney who has financed the
decoration of the Gold Room
previously and who is making a gift
to the University to take care of all
expenses of the current renovation.
As you may know, Mrs. Raney is a
very generous donor to the Univer
sity, having made numerous con
tributions for many varied projects
and programs, including the Physics
building, named Olson Hall in honor
of her family, the Raney Recreation

Center, the Language Laboratories
and several other important im
provements at the University. Mrs.
Raney is a wonderful person and has
been extremely generous in her gifts
to the University. She has taken pride
in having the Gold Room properly
furnished to accomodate the many
meetings, seminars, receptions and
other events which are held there
during the year. It is one of the most
widely used facilities in all of the
University, accomodating a broad
variety of events, activities and
meetings. I know all faculty, studendents, staff and alumni are deeply
grateful for her generous con
tributions which have made so many
of these projects possible for the
benefit and progress of the University
community.
Stanley E. McCaffrey
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By DanBerky
Guest Columnist

I would like to reply to a letter
that appeared in the Feb. 11th issue
of The Pacifican regarding the home
copying of tapes. In addition to doing
graduate work, I am an author of
selected computer software for
pharmaceutical application.
Therefore, I can fully appreciate both
sides of the issue, from the standpoint
of user as well as author.
The issue of copying is perhaps
just a symptom or prelude of the
revolutionary changes that society is
experiencing with the flow, accessability and processing of infor
mation, if I may take the liberty of
including music and entertainment in
the realm of information as well. Per
sons interested in this may wish to
read "The Third Wave" by A.
Tofler, and "Megatrends," the name
of the author escapes me at the
moment, but it is a "best seller."
Although
the
issue
of
unauthorized copying is rather com
plex, I feel that the reasons for its
publicity are quite simple, corporate
greed. I completely disagree with the
statement in the letter comparing
copying for private use with bona fide
pirating. The two are fundamentally
different, and not just different by
"degrees." First of all, the end user
did pay for the author's (composer's)
royalties when he or she purchased
the original copy. Do we now ad
vocate that we have to pay royalties
twice, three times or more just ob
taining an identical backup copy?
I feel rather strongly that the so
called "tax" on magnetic media to
subsidize "Liberaci's Cadillac" isn't
a well-thought-out proposal for a
number of reasons. First of all what
about authors requiring magnetic
disk/tape for their original piece of
work? Will they be levied this same
tax to subsidize other people although
they receive no benefit? Is this sup
posed to foster creativity? Who
would suffer the most under such a
scheme, an already established artist,
or the indigent one just starting out,
with no giant recording company to
back him/her up? Or are we going to
issue licenses to authors/composers,
so that they can receive their tapes/
diskettes without paying this duty?
Which government agency is going to
decide which artist is "acceptable"
for this program? Or are we going to

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor. North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 9 5 2 1 /
(209) 946-2114.

leave these decisions to the giant
recording companies?
I would also point out that both
computer software and recorded
music has well out-paced inflation in
the cost to the consumer. Is it at all
remotely possible that the reasons for
increased home taping is because the
record companies have "priced them
selves out of the market"? The most
often heard quip when this issue is
brought up is that the justification of
this increase in price is to offset sub
sidy, I don't know what is! The ad
vocates of the magnetic media
tax/levy are very reticient about
possible price reductions in original
recordings, should their ambitions be
realized. I wouldn't be surprised if
there are massive price increases in
original recordings once this happens,
justified by the increased cost of raw
materials!
There is an interesting story to
relate concerning a person by the
name of Bruce Tonkin, who wrote a
data base program for the TRS80
Model 1 and 3 microcomputer. He
marketed the program through a sofware house at a list price of $295. He
never saw a penny from the deal,
although the software house did
realize a small profit. The details of
the episode are in the January issue of
80 Microcomputing for those of you
who are interested. At any rate, Bruce
proceeded to market this program
(Called "The Creator") on his own,
with a minimum of advertisement
and just say, that he's not worried
about money anymore! There's

probably a moral in there somewhere,
Microsoft, the authors of a com
puter language, demand that users
writing programs in their language
forfeit all rights and credits to their
work, and it becomes the property of
Microsoft. (This applies only to their
compiler). I suspect that there are not
very many registered owners of this
package. Where is it going to end!
You purchase a $600 program and
you lose everything! Vernon Hestor
wrote a disk operating system for the
Radio Shack computer. In the
owner's registration card, it clearly
states that all diskettes and any ap
plication software on them that are
used with this operating system
become the property of Vernot
Hestor! There was an interesting fttional short story in one of the issues
of "Analog" that appeared sometime
during the past year, in which com
posers could no longer write music,
because of the interdiction against
using any notes that would appear in
previously copyrighted material.
The summate, I challenge the
notion that forfeiting our hard earned
freedoms to appease misguided con
cerns for profit will create an at
mosphere conducive to creativity. In
formation, in a "Third Wave"
society is power, and we should state
categorically, here and now, that we
don't want it just in the hands of the
privilege few. Neither should we
allow a few vested interests to take
undue advantage of a changing
society that, should rightly benefits
all.

Guest Columnist

The lingering recession which
has had a great impact on most facets
of the economy is not sparing the
college graduate. One measure of
employment potential is "campus
recruitment"~the process when em
ployers, typically hiring college
graduates, visit campuses to begin the
interviewing process which can lead
to career entry hires.
Throughout the nation, reports
of cutbacks are confirming the
decline of campus recruiting is a
direct relationship to supply and
demand. It is not surprising therefore

when unemployment, at its
since the great depression, will haves
trickling effect with resultiW
decreases in career entry hiresTypically, when the job marks'
shrinks, so do salaries. In the
months, the corner seems to have
turned and offers include very modes'
increases in most occupations.
,
The bottom line for the
College Graduate is that there will*
fewer opportunities despite acade®'
background. The graduate wj
snares the elusive opportunity
most likely have a firm goal,
mobile, flexible, ambitious, have
good self image and be capable of{
fective, professional communicati®
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Recession affects graduating class
By William J. McGregor
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Peruvian lecture
A representative from the
Peruvian Consulate in San Fran-

Leo will lecture on various aspects
f the

Peruvian culture, past and

present, March 9 at 7:30 p.m. in

L University Center conference
room- Some of the topics that will
l,e addressed include Peru as an
expression of a state, past and
present culture, influences,
geography,
resources,
and
politics.
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An International Women's
panel will be held Wednesday,
March 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the
gechtel International Center.
International students
(women) will make up a panel that
will discuss their cultural, social
backgrounds
and traditional
creating awareness and promoting
getter understanding among
women everywhere. Participants in
the panel will all be university
women.
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"Motherhood: Views from
the 80's", a day-long conference
on Saturday, March 12, will
present a program of interest to
women and men of all ages.
Workshops, panel discussions, and
individual pitsentations will con
sider how the concept and practice
of motherhood has been changing
and expanding in recent years.
The conference is co-sponsored by
the UOP Women's Studies
Program & Office of Lifelong
Learning.
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
Ellen Lewin, University of
California, San Francisco, author
of the forthcoming book, THE
CONTOURS
OF
SINGLE
MOTHERHOOD. Dr. Lewin is
Assistant Professor in Medical An
thropology at the University of
California as well as a researcher
on the subject of motherhood after
the age of 35. Among her other
research projects was her doctoral
dissertation on MOTHERS AND
DAUGHTERS:
LATIN
AMERICAN IMMIGRANTS IN
SAN FRANCISCO, in which she
analyzed the strategic behavior of
""migrant
Latin
American
women, focusing on their access to
economic resources, their relation
ships with men, children and other
w°men, and points of conflict and
'tress. She also has researched and
lectured on the female identity and
career pathways, and feminist
eology and the meaning of work,
specifically in the field of nursing.
Lewin will deliver the concluding
'emarks of the conference, as well
35'he keynote address.
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The Peace Corps continues on

,<$ ^ upswing after receiving $109

0*$

U-VlV'

ulion for fiscal year 1983. This
, million increase over the 1982
0l%t will be reflected in a larger
"timber of volunteers in the field
•the second consecutive year.
I* will place over 3000 new
,i "nteers in overseas assignments
pnis year," said recruiter Jensy
person, former Peace Corps
°mnteer in Kenya,
o Ms. Patterson will be intert,ew"n8 interested students at the
i!niversity of the Pacific on
"esday March 1, 1983. Seniors
. 11 graduate students may sign up
advance for interviews and pick
bP "Pplications at the Career
'""ning Office.
, Ms. Patterson said that the
ace Corps is seeking applicants
Wtk . University of the Pacific
" virtually any degree or subjSf'al experience in the fields or
ls requested by host countries,
chf '.'sted mathematics, biology,
. mistry, agriculture, forestry,
1! engineering, health fields, and
s'ness management as areas of
rc'al emphasis.
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COme out unless

a

special complamt has been called in

and I do not know of any lately."'
areas Affh16? <;hecK.out the storage
areas of the fraternities, for example
looking for things such as old props
or Band Frolic sets," said S
Green, director of housing. If not
stored properly, the props could be
potentially hazardous.
City Inspector Ken Verhines,
who oversees the periodical inspec
tions of the University area, said that
there is an assigned fireman
who
regularly visits the campus. "The
other firemen are laying out routes
tor the fire department in case of an
emergency," Verhines stated. The
SFD would therefore be more ef
ficient in the event of a fire. "The fire
trucks are here during the day while
the inspectors check out the
buildings," said Green. "If they're
here at night, it's probably because
someone pulled a fire alarm." The
high incidence of false alarms in the

residence halls lately has not deterred
the SFD from responding quickly,
however.
Mark Friend, director of
business services for the University,
stated that the fire department is
rated very highly among others.
"We have a lot of confidence in
them," Friend said. "The false alarms
are an increasing problem, but the
SFD still responds quickly even
though the calls are a nagging source
for the SFD."
Green states all of the new
buildings and all University apart
ments have been equipped with pulltype fire alarms and smoke detectors.
"There are smoke detectors in every
dorm room and hallway now; and
sprinkler systems were installed four
years ago in all of the other buildings,
including Southwest, SAE, Archania,
and Manor Hall," Green said.
> Friend, who handles the Univer
sity's property and liability insurance,
states the smoke detectors cost the
school approximately $4,000 when
installed nearly two years ago.
Friend, who handles the Univer
sity's property and liability insurance,
states the smoke detectors cost the
school approximately $4,000 when
installed nearly two years ago. "They
were installed in compliance with the
SFD, not because of a particular in
cident," he adds. "Hopefully there
would be a minimum amount of
damage if there were a fire on cam
pus," stated Friend. "The fire in the
Spanos Center was kept to a
minimum thanks to the quick response
of the fire department. The Univer
sity has been extremely lucky that
there haven't been any serious fires in
the last several years," he reveals.

UOP engineer Mike Chan receives the official charter from the vice-president of the national A.S.M.E. Society, Tuesday,
in Pacific's new engineering complex.

Campus Recruitment

Dental music helps
Listening to music of your
choice while receiving treatment in
a dental office has some noticeable
psychological benefits, according
to a recent University of the
Pacific research project. However,
the researchers detected no
significant physiological or
behavioral benefits from the music
in the study.
Dr. Suzanne B. Hanser,
chairperson of the Music Therapy
Department at the UOP Conser
vatory of Music, directed the study
with assistance from two graduate
students, Patrick Martin and Kimberly Bradstreet. Twenty subjects,
between the ages of 8 and 40, were
monitored at the Stockton dental
office of Dr. David Gifford.
The patients had their choice
of rock, classical or uptempo
music that was alternately turned
on and off during their treatment.
Equipment was used to monitor
such things as blood pressure,
heart rate and the electrical
resistance of the skin.
"Despite enthusiastic verbal
accounts of the relaxing effects of_

music, no significant differences in
either physiological or behavioral
measures were observed between
music and no music conditions."
the researchers state. Adds Han
ser, "We were hoping to detect the
kinds of things the people were
telling us, as the questionnaire
responses were overwhelmingly
favorable reflecting the music. All
patients stated that they would
request music for future dental
work. This means we have con
firmed that people's perception of
pain may be reduced by music, and
what we need now is to find ways
of measuring this perception of
pain."
The UOP researcher says it is
difficult to isolate the effects of
music in the dental office, and that
more sophisticated equipment may
be needed to refine the study.
"Patients are enthusiastically
expressing the positive value of
music in the dental office," con
clude the researchers in their report
by noting, "It now behooves the
clinical researcher to discover ob
jective means of evaluating its ef
ficacy."
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Mare Island
USF MBA Program
First Interstate Bank
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Bechtel
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Emporium-Capwell

Volunteer
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(Commercial, Indus.)
Engineer
Grad. School
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training
Engineer
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Executive Trainee
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/Thinking of running for an

ASUOP OFFICE?

Petitions Available in
the ASUOP Office.
All Petitions Due:

Civilian Career Opportunities

MONDAY. Feb. 28/5:00pm sharp.

The Naval Ship Weapon Systems
Engineering Station,
Port Hueneme, California
Has Immediate Openings for:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
If vou will be graduating this year with a BS/MS degree in Electrical
or Electronics Engineering, we would like to talk to you about the work
SLino done by ou? staff of approximately 600 professional engineers in
bomg done y
software, digital computers, missile testing,
ESS*rsyttSTreClra. sterns, radars, and .est and evasion
in suoooTt of U.S. Navy ships. Travel required in most positions.
Flexitime. Civil service benefits.
Our representative will be on
campus to interview students on

Fri., March 11

next to the beach in the coastal city of Port
Hueneme^only an hour away from Los Angeles and forty minutes from
Sanrr

d

O O O O O O O

IFC
mill

^o^

3SSSSS1SWS?teamen, Director NOW.
Write o, call anytime during working hours for information.
Civilian Personnel Department (Code 0610)

NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
Port Hueneme, CA 93043 Call (805) 982-5073
/nut of area.. .call collect station-to-station)
Outside Calif. Call Toll Free 800-722-0827
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F U.S. Citizenship Required.
Minorities, Women, Handicapped encouraged to apply.

Interfraternity Council
Presents Spring '83

FRATERNITY RUSH

•
•

appreciate the opportunity to provide you with more

inform

GO GREEK!
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Last

signups: Friday, February 25
Monday, February 28

Grace Covell Dining Hall

University Center Patio

Quad Dining Hall

11:15 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
4:30-6:30 P.M.

12:00 - 4:00 P.M.

11:15 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
4:30 - 6:30 P.M.

$5.00 Registration Fee
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ENTERTAINMENT
Feature 'Bammies'brings togethertop Bay Area musicians
Update
By Rachel Bross

Grateful Dead
Journey

Staff Writer

Guitarist to play
Classical guitarist Jean
Vallieres of Canada will perform
at University of the Pacific on
Friday, Feb. 25.
The 7 p.m. program at the
Pacific Club at Pacific Memorial
Stadium will be open to the public
without charge and sponsored by
Pacific Programs Council.
Guitar music from the
Renaissance to the 20th Century
will be performed. Included will
be unpublished works and tran
scriptions drawn from Vallieres'
research in the field.
The guest performer teaches
at the University of Montreal and
at provincial conservatories at Hull
and Trois-Rivieres. He has per
formed throughout Canada and
France.
Villieres has studied at the
Quebec Conservatory and at the
Conservatoire National Superieur
de Musique de Paris, where he was
awarded a unanimous premier prix
in classical guitar.

It's that time of year when awards
are handed out to everyone for
anything. In music, Los Angeles tops
the charts by hosting the Grammies.
But in San Francisco one can witness
an event which brings together some
of the Bay Area's most popular
musicians. The Bammies are a little
less known, a little less prestigious
but all the same an honor.
On March 2, at 8 p.m. BAM
Magazine will present the 6th annual
Bay Area Music Awards. This year's
nominees for the major categories
are:
*
BEST GROUP
Jefferson Starship
Romeo Void
Huey Lewis and the News

Members of the Sierra String
Quartet, in residence at the Con
servatory of Music, are Warren
van Bronkhorst, violin; Mutsuko
Cooper, violin; Thomas Tatton,
viola; Ira Lehn, cello.

Concert

set

The Conservatory of Music
presents the Pacific Wind Ensem
ble in "Concert Francaise",
program of music by French com
posers on Thursday, March 3 at
8:15 p.m. in the Conservatory
auditorium.
The highlight of the program
will be the piano Concerto for Left
Hand (alone) by Maurice Ravel
with Carol Hayes as piano soloist.
This extremely difficult work was
composed in 1931 for Paul Witt
genstein, an Austrian pianist who
lost his right arm in World War I.
Works by Charles Simon
Catel, Darius Milhaud, Erik Satie
and Camill Saint Saens will be in
eluded on the program.

Bobby McFerrin
Translator: Heartbeats and Triggers

Steel Breeze

Bonnie Hayes & the Wild Combo:

Good Clean Fun
Muntants: Fun Terminal

BEST SONG
Steel Breeze: "You Don't Want Me
Anymore"
Jefferson Starship: "Be My Lady"
Eddie Money: "Shakin"'
Greg Kihn Band: "Every Love Song"
Tommy Tutone: "867-5309/Jenny"
The Bammie nominees were
selected by several music critics, radio

^-DlSCussion

N

New group vivacious

Quartet to perform
The Sierra String Quartet will
perform its Spring Concert in the
Conservatory on Tuesday, March
1, 1983 at 8:15 p.m. The quartet
has just returned from a week's
tour of the Pacific Northwest
during which they performed in
Eugene, Oregon and in Olympi?
Tarr>ma,and Bellvue, Wash
ington.

BEST DEBUT ALBUM

Talk Talk
The Party's Over
EMI/America
ji"
Today's era of electro-pop
music and the inundation of
musical
mediocrity
which
seemingly is linked to it, leave the
avid music enthusiast seriously
disappointed and disillusioned.
However, when a new group ap
pears and presents vivacious, ef
fervescent sounds the mediocrity is
momentarily forgotten. Talk Talk
is one of those groups which
revives and refreshes the music in
dustry. Their first album, The
Party's Over, is a vibrant,
rejuvenating sound.
The album relies heavily on a
driving drum beat and repetitive
keyboard line but the music gets its
unique nature from vocalist Mark
Hollis. Hollis, like Richard Butler,
vocalist for the Psychedelic Furs,
combines vitriolic lyrics with
cooing undulations which elicit
surprisingly unusual but good
tunes. Hollis writes ten of the

eleven cuts on the album. The one
he does not write is composed by
Paul Webb. Hollis combined his
talents with his brother's to com
pose the group's hit single "Talk
Talk".
The Party's Over is a vitriolic
attack on the downfalls of society
and the insufferable inhumanity
man heaps upon his fellow man.
Cuts such as "Talk Talk",
"Serious", "Today", "Hate",
and "The Party's Over" combine
forceful rhythms and backbeats
with complex lyrics both to in
vigorate and induce contemplation
of problems arising in personal
relationships and human interac
tion in general.
The group is comprised of
members, Mark Hollis, vocals,
Pete Webb, supplying bass, Lee
Harris on drums, and Simon
Brenner supplying the omnipresent
keyboards.
While the group does seem to
take their music seriously they
have a talent for making the soun
ds light hearted and lively. The
drums and keyboards drive con,
tinuously throughout the album.
Unlike many of the new bands
their sound has the ability to com
bine significant lyrics with upbeat
music which will probably project
them into the limelight of the
music industry.
Unlike many
groups mass producing today's
electro-pop music to make a quick,
cool million, Talk Talk is both
unique and serious about their
music.

T.K. Rohan
Records courtesy of the Record
Factory.

INFERTILITY PROGRAM

The Pacific Wind Ensemble
under the direction of Dr. Dale
Fjerstad is a select organization
within the band department of the
Conservatory and has a long
tradition of outstanding concerts
and tours.
Admission is free to the public
for this special concert.

SEMEN DONORS
NEEDED
Dependable Persons
948-0571

Guest speaker today
Past Stockton School Board
President Booker Guyton will be
guest speaker at a symposium
today at noon in the University
Center conference room. Guyton,
a UOP alumnus, served on the
Stockton School Board while it
was the subject of criticism by the
Grand Jury. He will be speaking
on his impressions of "Policy
Making in a Large Suburban
School District.

Guitarist to play

GIO VANNETTVS
DELICATESSEN AND CATERING
Catering For All Occasions-Beer and Wine Selections
3228 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA. 95204
(209)464-4781

Lino, Gary & Tillie
OWNERS

Guitarist Leslie Medford will
appear at the Rathskeller on March
4 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., and
admission is free.

PWE taking trip
A cross country skiing trip to
Silver lake on March 5 from 6 a.m.
to 7 p.m. is being offered by
Pacific Wilderness Experience.
The cost is $8.00 for UOP students
and $12.00 for non-students.
Those interested can sign up in the
U.C. Director's office.

ASUOP has movie
Raiders of the Lost Ark with
Harrison Ford is featured at the
ASUOP Cinema this week-end.
Showtimes are Fridat and Satur
day at 6 and 9 o'clock and Sunday
at 3, 6, and 9 p.m.

EE

'

Hi! I'd love to do a
specific style, or create
one especially fof you!

a
•

Mistii
21

'

Come in and see me for all
your hair needs, at V.I.P. s

^ Lincoln Center, or call 478-9436
and ask for Mistii.

V. I . P . S
*We are also a Sebastian Artistic
Center & carry all. their products.

programmers, and members of the
music industry. Nominees were voted
on by the public on ballots which ap
peared in BAM Magazine. There are
two public write-in categories. They
are: Bay Area Musician of the Year
and Best Bay Area Club Band.
This year's line up of guest per
formers includes Eddie Money, Huey
Lewis and the News, Tommy Tutone,
Greg Kihn and Romeo Void. But
don't get too excited; these bands
don't play full sets. Each performer
will play a song or two. Dick Bright
and the fabulous Sounds of Delight, a
unique rock and roll orchestra, will
be the house band. Also, Dick will
serve as the Master of Ceremonies,
along with guest hosts Eddie Money,
Huey Lewis, and Bobby McFerrin.
The Bammies is essentially an
awards show with plenty of enter
tainment. It is a benefit for the Bay
Area Music Archives, a non-profit
music library, located on the campus
of San Francisco State University.
So, if you have nothing to do on
March 2, and would enjoy seeing
some of San Francisco's local color,
then head off to the Bammies.
Tickets are available at all BASS
outlets.

Slino

Rosanne

Eddie Money will be one of the hosts of The Bammies (Bay Area Music Award,
on March 2 in San Francisco.
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Sophie: one girl's eventful life sr-iiSKBy Dawn Polvorosa
Staff Writer

Sophie's Choice was a very well
done, bad movie. How well done was
it? It was so well done I find it dif
ficult to call it bad. All technical
aspects of the movie were fantastic:
the acting, the direction, the
photography; but it was the story that
was lacking in so many ways.
Meryl Streep as Sophie was
brilliant under the direction of Alan
J. Pakula. To make the movie com
plete the characters of Nathan (Kevin
Kline) and Stingo (Peter MacNichoI)
were added. The story follows Sophie
through her life in America after
being released from Auschwitz con
centration camp. She is a very frail,
Polish, Catholic immigrant who

meets Nathan, her mentor and lover.
The novel, written by William
Styron, is semi-autobiographical
whose real lead character is Stingo, a
writer who goes to Brooklyn to be in
spired. The story is very complicated
and as a film it leaves too much to be
desired. Three very unique lives are
being portrayed; not too many in the
audience would be able to relate to
the lives they view in Sophie's Choice.
Sophie's Choice was billed as a
love story but this deception is readily
revealed early in the movie. Not only
is there a lack of love to the story but
Sophie's choice is not between two
lovers but between her two children.
Sophie must live with the choice of
which of her children was to live and
which was to die." The pain of this

decision follows Sophie through the
rest of her life. Although the story
wasn't practical, it did portray common feelings of guilt and remorse, a
life full of escaping, and an insecurity
so blinding one might call it love.
Nathan sums up his life with
Sophie in one phrase: "Don't you see
Sophie, we are dying?" Neither lived
life to the fullest, they just lived life to
their death. This along with the rest
of the movie may be very symbolic
but if symbolism was the purpose
behind this movie, who promote hype
advertising as if it were a love story?
There is quite a bit to be admired
about Sophie's Choice but like a
nuclear bomb, you must respect it for
its technical genius but remain con
fused as to its purpose.
##i'
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_
won t respect that.
People will
always respect the fact that you've
made some decision, right or wrong,
and that you'll stand firm on it. If
you waffle back and forth, you're in
trouble."

By Rosanne Siino

president should tell them how

Staff Writer

"There is no such thing as an
apathetic student, only a poor
leader."
At least, that's what Joe Hartley
believes. Nearing the end of his
second term as ASUOP president,
Hartley expressed in an interview this
week his hopes and fears for the
'OUghlif
ASUOP President as well as
1 the sto
|e insights he has gained after two

sntful life

Portray gJ ^in office.
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ASirnpCOrdin8, t0 Hartley. the
AbUOP presidency places heavy
demands on the individual filling the
h
t'- io °n t think students know
how big ASUOP is. It's a significant
business with a lot of demands. The
president definitely has to have some
significant organizational experience.
While Hartley recognized a lack of
ASUOP experience among this year's
presidential candidates, he commen
ted that any similar experience would
be helpful for the position. "The
president must be able to com
municate, too," he added.
"The biggest problem with being
president, from a personal stand
point," Hartley said, "is that you're
always president. A lot of times
people won't let you not be president.
In social situations you have to be
prepared to talk about ASUOP."
Hartley also recognized a jobrelated
problem the ASUOP
president must face: a tight time
schedule. "Even as president, I'm
still a student, but this position is a
full-time job. It could easily consume
all of your time."
Among the other challenges
facing the president, Hartley said, is
the necessity to take risks. "You
have got to risk being unpopular with
the administration many times or
you'll become one of them. And if
you try to please one group of people
and then another and another, people

«•»

PPC VIDEO PRESENTS

M*A*S*H BASH
A wide screen TV televising
the last episode of the
popular series... free food,
drink..
feb.28 UC Theatre 8:15pm
ASUOP ID required.

The question, of course, is
whether the title of ASUOP president
is worth the hassles. And according
° ,art y' d certainly is. "It's very
much worth all you put in it as long as
you don t lose sight of why you're
ere that is, to receive an education,
w ich you can do in this position,
ou also must never lose sight of the
act that as long as you are in the
position you are being treated in cerain ways because of that position.
U nave to keep everything in per
spective."
Hartley admitted to some doubts
about the value of having spent two
years in the presidency, but said it
was worth his work and time. "I've
spent 50 percent of my college life as
president.
i've made a lot of
sacrifices and there's definitely been
some trade-offs," he said.
"I
couldn't goof off as much as other
students." But, he concluded, the

experience he gained could not be
duplicated. He believes the experience
reinforced his major of Public Ad
ministration
and
Conflict
Management.
Reflecting on his two years in of
fice, Hartley said his biggest accom
plishment was making students
realize the power they have, as was
demonstrated in the Winter Term
rally and the graduation-on-KnolesLawn victory. He also is proud of the
establishment of the yearbook and of
the restructuring that has taken place
in ASUOP.
As to goals for the future
president, Hartley would like to see a
restructuring of the Board of Super
visors to include more upperclassmen
and off-campus students, and greater
university support for the new
Programs Board.
"I think we've left an impression
on students' minds that there is
something we can do and did do, as
with the graduation issue.
The
students may elect some jerks, but in
their minds they will still know that
they can have some say and they can
make a difference."

Spirit S q u a d h a s reason t o celebrate
By Mary Walls
Staff Writer

You see them at volleyball, foot
ball, and basketball games. But no
matter what the sport, the UOP Spirit
Squad is always out there supporting
the Tigers.
The Spirit Squad, which can be
broken down into the cheerleaders
and songleaders, is composed of 11
students. The cheerleaders are:
Felicia Smith (captain), Jodi Winterberg (co-captain), Leslie Ku'alii,
Howard Choi, Byrd Allen, and Betsy
Logan. The songleaders are: Valerie
Martinez (co-captain), Tracy Pierson,
Sandy Bertrand, Kimill Garland, and
Dawnella Gilzean.
While the Tigers may not be
having a winning year, the Spirit
Squad has had plenty of reason to
celebrate. According to Felicia Smith,
last August the cheerleaders attended
the National Cheerleading Camp at
UC Santa Barbara where they com
peted with 30 other schools. At the
end of the week, the UOP
cheerleaders were voted the Award of
Excellence, for the first time. Leslie
Ku'alii, on the squad for two years,
said, "At camp it was awesome!
Felicia taught us well. In here, is
where our strength comes from. She
knows what it is to have style and
discipline."
The members of the Spirit Squad
all have different reasons for par
ticipating in the program. Smith, a
senior studying Speech Pathology,
has been a cheerleader since here
freshman year. She is also a camp in
structor with the NCA. "People said
the squad was bad," she said. "I tried
out to see if I could change that, to
make it better."
Leslie Ku'alii, a business major
in his junior year, said, "It looked
like a lot of fun. And I had never
done anything like it before. I have
always been into the spirit thing, and
just wanted to get people going."
First year cheerleader Howard
Choi, a sophomore psychology
major, had a simple reason. "Some
of the girls and Les talked me into
it." Then he added, "It is a lot of
work, but it is a great deal of fun."
Fun is often a primary reason for
being part of a team. But there are
other advantages as well. Jodi Win-

terberg, a senior who has been a
cheerleader for two years, said, "I
think the biggest thing is that you
meet a lot of people, and you get to
represent your school.'
Valerie Martinez, a junior
majoring in biology, said, "It does a
lot for you. You feel good when you
are cheering. And we get a lot of sup
port from the teams."
Betsy Logan, who became a
cheerleader her senior year, sees yet
another advantage. "It's a good way
to keep involved in things. It has kept
me abreast of the different sports."
When the home team is not
having a winning season, sometimes
it is difficult to be supportive. When
asked about the amount of school
spirit exhibited at home games,
Howard Choi replied, "I think it's
much improved over last year. But I
think wecan still shoot for the stars."
Tracy Pierson, a public relations
major in her junior year, agreed and
added, "It is getting better all the
time. But there is more spirit at
basketball and volleyball games."
How does someone interested in
raising that spirit become involved
with the squad? Jodi Winterberg,
who is a recreation major, said an
orientation meeting is held at the end
of March for anyone interested. "We
explain what they are getting into,"
she said. "And we show them some
of the routines. Then auditions are
held in the Spring." Candidates must
do compulsory routines and work
with a partner doing stunts. They
may prepare individual routines if
they like. The panel of judges is
brought in from outside the Univer
sity.

sl,00000

9 years remaining on' e
No cost of living increas

For more info, call:
583-3993

For Special People

Structural analysis design
multi-story seismic & wind
foundations steel more
demo appointment - Call
Tounian& Assoc. 473-2342
5713 N. Pprghinp D-5, Sto.

PER MONTH

Sound Good? The UNITED STATES AIR
FORCE is proud to present the COLLEGE
SENIOR ENGINEERING PROGRAM. This uni
que program offers selected engineering students
opportunity, challenge, and reward. If you qualify
you'll not only be paid approximately $1,000. per
month, but you'll receive many other AIR FORCE
entitlements as well. AIR FORCE engineers are push
ing the limits on the state-of-the-art in many areas.
Working with scientific concepts and advance tech
nology, they probe the mysteries of science and outer
space to find the answers to ensure our nations
defense.
If you're a U.S. citizen within 21 months of guaduation, AIM HIGH, and give us a call.

SSgt. Wayne Mabry
(916) 635-9618 Collect
10751 Folsom Blvd.,
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

s>

Bob Scott
(916)

PEACE
CORPS

* CIVIL ENGINEERING'

FOR ATTENDING SCHOOL

Neds part-time management

Felicia Smith and Byrd Allen raise the crowd's spirits

Advanced HP-41 CV Software

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN

Coin Operated Laundry
For Sale or Exchange
Financing Available

Joe Hartley has faith that the voters will elect an able leader.

u'iMil&g
A g r e a t w a y of life

Peace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. Peo
ple with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, disease, and inade
quate shelter. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these prob
lems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health prac
tices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro

grams; introducing better agricul
tural techniques; advising small
businesses and establishing coopera
tives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of vol
unteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
with you.

The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love

On campus next Tuesday
9 A.M.-4 P.M.
*
*
*

Interviews: Seniors, grad students
Make appointment, pick up application
before interview, at Career Planning Office.
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Karen's Comments
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Men's swimming; high hopes
The UOP men's swim team is more than 17 individuals out swim
ming for their best times. They are 17 individuals, each one swimming to
do his best in order to benefit the other 16. And doing their best is pretty
much what they've been doing.
They'll enter the PCAA Championships Thursday with a 9-3 dual
meet record and a team as different from last season's as day and night.
(This year's team shining through like the light of day.)
Last season's squad, which finished 3-6, was plagued with eligibility
problems, poor attitudes, disciplinary problems and illnesses.
"No one on the team, nor I, wanted to have a season like last
season," said Head Coach Dennis Nugent.
"This season the team has an incredibly positive attitude. Everyone
stayed eligible and we've had a minimum amount of illnesses," he con
tinued. "We've been swimming with a lot of confidence and pride."
"This season is a 1000 percent turnaround from last year," said
junior co-captain Scott Adams. "Everyone is keyed up and we haven't
had any problems.
"Last season we lost people because of grades or attitudes and it got
the team down," Adams continued. "In our last dual meet (last season)
we ended up with eight swimmers and one diver. Everyone really looked
forward to this season."
In addition to the superior attitude, good recruiting has given the
team a boost this year.
"We brought in some good kids this season," said Nugent.
"They've been super positive additions. And we've had a good group of
freshman walk-ons.

'This season is a 1000 percent turn
around from last year...'*
( f

"There's been a great deal of renewed enthusiasm," he added.
/ith that enthusiasm carrying through the PCAA Championships,
Wit
the Tigers should have a very good showing next week.
"Our projection for this season was to be better than last year (sixth
place out of seven teams)," said Nugent. "But we didn't want to make
any bold projections. We just planned to swim as best as possible."
As Nugent sees it, UC Santa Barbara should be the top finisher at
the PCAA Championships with University of Nevada-Las Vegas having
a "slight edge" for second. Third place will be fought for by Long Beach
State, Pepperdine and UOP.
"We should take third or fourth," said Adams. "Everyone is
looking forward to it (PCAA's)."
"There are few doubts that we'll have an excellent meet at the
PCAA's," forecasted Nugent.
Based upon the spirit of this team, let alone the skill and results so
far, there are no doubts in this reporter's mind.

The women's swimming team is in Santa Clara through tomorrow,
competing in the first annual NorPac championships. The nine-team
meet, hosted by San Jose State, is taking place at the Leavey Swim Cen
ter on the Santa Clara University campus. Time trials are scheduled for
11 a.m. with the finals set for 7 p.m. each day. The diving competition
began yesterday and will continue today at the Santa Clara International
Swim Center.
Berkeley, which features one of the finest swimmers in the nation in
Mary T. Meagher, is the favorite to win the championship. Washington
and Oregon are also expected to put in strong bids for the title.
Entered in the championships for UOP are Amy Brown, Audrey Carty, Cary Cossette, Kelly Dineley, Heather Fitch, Shari Hardman, Sue
Helsel, Shelly Mangini, Ann Oliver, Natalie Soboleski, Suzy Tuescher
and Kristi Valadao.

All You Can Eat

Mandarin
Village
Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Menu

Buffet

Mon thru Fri

Soup
Salad Bar
Sweet ir Sour Pork
Curried Beef
Almond Chicken
Fried Rice
Chow Mein
Egg Rolls
Fried Won Ton

Basketball recruits 3 walk-ons
Tiger basketball added three
members to its squad this week after
its numbers dropped to seven healthy
players.
Approximately 15 people tried
out for the team this week before
Head Coach Tom O'Neill and his staff
narrowed it down to three people.
Joining the team as walk-ons
yesterday on their trip to UC Irvine
were senior Greg McClellan, 6', 180
lbs. (played junior varsity basketball
'79-'80), junior Tony Camp, 6'5"~,
230 lbs. (plays tight end for UOP
football), and sophomore Jim Samp
son, 6'2", 180 lbs.
Last week the Tigers who have
lost six straight, dropped to 6-17 on
the season and 3-9 in PCAA,
following losses at Long Beach State,
87-70, and Cal State Fullerton, 90-62.
Against Cal State Fullerton UOP was
forced to play the final 2:48 with only
four players after junior forward

Graham Taylor injured his knee and
rk„„ players
niavers fouled
fouled out.
three
<
"This is the most frustrating ex
perience I've ever had in coaching,"
LIA O'Neill.
n'Meill. "We iust
said
just don't have any
options, that's basically it. There are
no outs, no buttons to push.'
Despite the circumstances
thoueh. O'Neill's squad hasn't quit.
"It's just unbelievable," said
O'Neill. "The guys are really pulling
hard for each other.
"I'd say our players are reacting
remarkably well to the situation at
hand," he added.
Last night the Tigers had to react
to the likes of PCAA foe UC Irvine
at Irvine at 7:30 p.m. and then will
face PCAA opponent Fresno State
tomorrow at Fresno at 7:30 p.m.
The Irvine Anteaters, who are in
the midst of a rebuilding phase, are
currently 13-10 overall and 5-7 in
conference. Leading UCI is junior

Ben McDonaldI (the PCAA s freshman MVP in 1981). Mcucma
Anteater's top scorer, averaging
points per game.
...
Tomorrow night the Tigers will
take on a frustrated Fresno State
team. The Fresno Bulldogs who have
combined a record of 52-7 over the
past two years and have never had a
losing PCAA ledger in five previous
seasons, are currently 14-9 overall
and 5-7 on PCAA.
, „
Juniors Ron Anderson and Bernard Thompson combine for a strong
forward duo and are the team's top
two scorers.
..
"We can play better than we
have played," said O'Neill, "We've
played well 20-25 minutes each game
but we can play better longer.
Pacific has lost the services of
Taylor for the remainder of the
season.
The initial diagnosis is
sprained ligaments in the right knee.

Taylor joins four other
!niuriej
Tigers; guard
hand),
surgery), center Steve Howard ((kto
a ~C
surgery), and guard Dean Ann kle
(broken foot). ^ There had been^3

4-0
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UOP
broken.
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earlier speculation that How"
might return this year but he m,?r(l
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official last week that he would"13'1
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Pacific golf found its groove last
week at the John Burns Invitational
in Hawaii as the team captured the
runner-up position behind UCLA.
Tiger Ken Earle took third in the in
dividual competition behind winner
Steve Pate, UCLA, and USC Trojan
Steve Empey. Two other Tigers, Jeff
Wilson and Jeff Brehaut, placed in
the top ten.
Rain plagued the first round,
making it five straight tournaments
that Pacific has seen rain. But it did
not bother the Tigers as their 295
placed them in second with the
University of Texas-El Paso and eight
shots behind front runner UCLA at
287.
Pate opened with at two under
par 70 to begin his wire to wire finish.
Wilson was one of the closest players
with a 72, Pacific's low round.
Scores climbed in round two as
heavy winds4emerged. UCLA pulled
further away from the field as a 294
put them 11 steokes up on UTEP and
13 up on Pacific.
After being nine over par on the
front nine, the Tigers played the back
side in three over and it was at that
point that Coach Glen Albaugh knew
his team would play strong the rest of
the way.
Empey moved to one shot
behind Pate with a 69 to set up a match
in the final round.
Wilson had
problems putting on his way to a 77;
but Earle and Brehaut moved into a
tie for fifth at 147.
Perfect weather finally found the
course on day three. UCLA had no
problems maintaining its lead unlike
UTEP who let both Pacific and USC
slip ahead. Final results found UCLA
at 873, Pacific at 884, USC at 891 and
UTEP at 895.
Going into the sixteenth hole,
Earle was in reach of a par five put
ting Pate's victory in slight jeopardy.
Earle needed an eagle, and a birdie at
worst, to give him a chance at victory.
But Earle's par coupled with Pate's
eagle allowed Pate to finish with
two bogeys for a one shot victory at
212 over Empey's 213. Earle finished
at 217. Wilson finished with a 71 to

Forum in Los Angeles.

$£ had
Tii!ers'

J . U .1

game
an®'
State was much of
„We g0, ktlle<

TuCSd

S«kL

attributing moon-s
^walking every inn.nt
hitting ^
Vic Madden and
9-3 loss
the
scored the runs for

move into fourth place. A 75 by
Brehaut put him in seventh.
Pacific played well to take
second place, so well that every team
that came into the tournament ranked
in the top 20 nationally, except
UCLA, fell short of Pacific. The
Tigers beat USC, 10th in the nation
and first in Section 8; Weber State,
15th nationally; Fresno, sixth in Sec
tion 8; and San Jose, 17th nationally
and third in Section 8. As of Feb. 9
Pacific is ranked eighth in Section 8.
"I'm very happy with the team's
performance and expect it to be
reflected in the next set of rankings,"
said Albaugh.
The Tigers' next major confron
tation is in two weeks when Pacific
defends its title in the Rancho Murietta Invitational, March 10 and 11.

Macfarlane
team

73-74-70-217

Jeff Wilson

72-77-71-220

Jeff Brehaut

73-74-75-222 £

Brad Penfold

77-75-73-225

Kevin Orona

79-77-75-231
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Crew's first mee

The Pacific Rowing Club p
Icipated in its first
regatta I
Sunday at Sacramento.
A I'
start and trouble with equipm.
combined to give one of the ho
tifficulties, but the crew finishet
strong third with a time of i
proximately 13:46 behind the w
ning time of 13:26. The dislai
was 2.2 miles.

Lacrosse drops 2
Though Pacific's
Itam has yet
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interns.
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY IN RETAIL
California's largest independently
owned department store will be on
interviewing Wednesday,
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5757 PACIFIC AVENUE
(SHERWOOD PLAZA)

Mandatory Internship Orientation Meeting
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Pat Macfarlane slides to no avail against Stanford.
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Sports
Update

Tigers in hope of playoff bid
Rv
A II
By Rorknan
Barbara Allen
Staff Writer

Baseball loses
jjOP baseball's

4-0

early

eason record is broken, but Head

John Picone says, "It's not
panic. _
1
After losing to Stanford in
three games last weekend and to
L;ramento State on Tuesday, the
^am will "regroup and practice
ard to get going again."
picone said, "Stanford out
Ditched and out hit us. They just
played better ball." He added
jl,at Pacific's two-week bad
weather lay-off also hampered
(Heir performance. "It's tough to
maintain momentum after four
wins when you can't even prac•Bruce Anderson, Pat Macfarlane, Jody Scott, and Gary
Thomas had two hits each for the
jnie to

for the LNoyrPacerrhbaSketba11 bid
hinges on the outcome^P'onships
NorPac games whTni££?now'*1
Fresno, the Universitv of w u meets
meets Washington state a Hngc°n
Jose faces Cal Berkeley. '

washingS„boreSan

Tuesdays' game against
Sacramento State was much of the
same story. "We got killed,"
picone said, attributing inconsistent
hitting and walking every inning to
the 9-3 loss. Vic Madden and Pat
Macfarlane scored the runs for the

Sim-

Universit>r 1,1

over for the LadJ T7g ^who'h a''
compiled an overall n n wh° have
a conference record if 7 V A°,rd a"d

,he
heEl'"
eld in Eugene, Oregon, March 9-11.
This is the first vear that
women's
sports have fallen underS
,
Junsd ct
of the ncaa ^ the

years, all were under the defunct
__

A1AW, which didn't hold champion
ship playoffs.
The last meeting between both
Washington schools ended in a 53-52
decision
for
University
of
Washington who held the home court
advantage. Tomorrow's game betvyeen the two will be held at
Washington State with both teams
having a near equal chance of victory.
Even though San Jose will have
the home court advantage, it is very
likely that they will loseto Cal. In this
season's first showdown between the
two schools, Cal thrashed San Jose
by more than 20 points.
Head Coach Mark French says
he and his team will not worry about
the outcomes of those games, but
concentrate on their game against
Fresno and "let the chips fall where
they may."
Pacific
should
have
the
psychological advantage over Fresno
as they/ crushed
uohcu all
an hopes
nopes of
01 aa playoff
piayon

berth for the Bulldogs by defeating
them 76-63 last week.
"I don't think they'll have that
much of a home court advantage,"
added French. "The game is going to
be played in the Fresno Civic
Auditorium as a preliminary to the
men's game, and it's only the second
time this season that they've played
on that court."
The Lady Tigers will incorporate
the same strategy for tomorrow's
game as they did for the last meeting
between the two, but will make a few
improvements.
Defensively, Pacific will have to
keep the ball out of the middle and
force Fresno's guards to take outside
shots. Quickness in anticipating in
side passes and sagging is also a target
for improvement.
Offensively, a few minor
changes in the zone will enable more

from UC Davis, Cal State Hayward,
Sacramento State, Stanislaus State,
Cal State Bakersfield, and University
of Nevada-Reno. In last year's tour
nament, Pacific finished in 6th place,
but this time, says Coach Scott
Oechel, they are "expected to im-

prove."
Monday, they defeated Sonoma
State 8-1. This was the third con
secutive match where all of the
doubles
teams
won.
Brian
Nakashima, the number four player,
is still undefeated in dual matches both in singles and in doubles with
partner Johnny Mulleady. The num
ber one man, Mark Fairchilds, has a
Senior Sheri Bates puts in two for the Lady Tigers. The team captured a
3-1 record, as does number three
rousing victory over Fresno State last Friday night.
Mike DeVries, and all o£ the doubles
teams. The overall team record for
dual matches is 3-1.
Last weekend, the Tigers com
peted in the NorCal Intercollegiate
Tournament in Hayward. Although
no one made it to the third day of
play, according to Oechel, "it was a
better performance than last year,
where no one made it to the second
day." Fairchilds won two rounds, in
cluding a good match against Stan
ford's number six player. Oechel also
By Debbie Neuman
outs. "Everyone played well, it was
praised the play of the number two
a real team effort," said Coach Cindy
Staff Writer
doubles team of Mulleady and
"Bucky" Reynolds.
Nakashima.
The team's next game will be
"The team this year has a win
played Feb. 26 at the Lodi Complex
ning attitude," sMd Oechel.
Rained cancelled* the UOP softagainst Sac State. Oh March 1 they
"They've had competition in close
ball team's game against Stanford
meet their number one rival and the
situations, and they've pulled
c last weekend but it didn't prevent the
No. 2 team in the nation, Fresno
through. That can make a real dif
• team from defeating Cal State
State. "We need a lot of support for
ference."
Stanislaus last Tuesday 3-0 and 6-2 in
this game," commented Reynolds,
their season debut.
who hopes to see many Pacific fans at
The team compiled 18 hits and
the game.
Women's Tennis
The Lodi Complex will be the
gave up only three. Outstanding hit
site for this doubleheader which will
ters included Shelly Young, Barbie
begin at 1:30 p.m. On March 3-5 the
Suttman, Becky Suttman and Jeanne
The women's tennis team faces
Lambdin. Outstanding pitchers were
team travels to Arizona where they
seventh-ranked Cal Berkeley Monday
Kelly Mayer and Tracy Spiekerman
will compete against the nations' top
at the Marina Yacht and Tennis Club
teams in the A.S.U. Tournament.
who compiled a total of 25 strike
in Stockton. Play will begin at 2 p.m.
Yesterday the team met Fresno
State at home. Results were
unavailable at press time, but Coach
Gordon Graham expected a victory.
Last week the Tigers traveled to
Tuscon to participate in the Univer-

By Doreen Jackson
Staff Writer

Today and tomorrow, UOP's
men s tennis team will be playing in
the Fresno State Team Tournament
at Fresno. They will have competition

Pacific faces a three-game
series against Oregon Tech here
this weekend; tomorrow at 3 p.m.,
and a doubleheader on Sunday
beginning at noon. All three games
will be played at Billy Hebert
Field.

Softball takes two
from CS Stanislaus

Crew's first meet
The Pacific Rowing Club par
ticipated in its first
regatta last
Sunday at Sacramento.
A bad
start and trouble with equipment
combined to give one of the boats
difficulties, but the crew finished a
strong third with a time of ap
proximately 13:46 behind the win
ning time of 13:26. The distance
was 2.2 miles.
The other UOP boat, entered
in the same race, finished
in last
ce, but was pleased with its time
f approximately
14:30,
a
significant improvement over
previous time trials. Finishing first
was Humboldt State, followed by
Stanford, and in fourth was St.
Mary's College.

Lacrosse drops 2
Though Pacific's lacrosse
team has yet to win a game this
season, they are showing definite
signs of improvement, according
to team member and spokesman
fay Heefner.
"We could go places this
season," Heefner added, "We just
need to get things going.''
Next Wednesday the Tigers
w'll host Sacramento State at 3
Pm. on Brookeside Field.
Heefner feels Pacific will win
Eas'ty if they play up to their
Potential. "They're (Sacramento)
avery beatable team," he added.
Last Wednesday the Tigers
Posted Cal Berkeley and came up
™ort as they lost to the Bears, 15Two of Pacific's goals were

See page 8, col. 2

.e"'stennis travels to Fresno

Tigers.

Johnny Mulleady number two player serves for a victory over Sonoma State.

See page 8, col. 1
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league standings
after one week

UOP's men's soccer team will
,e ln Santa Barbara tomorrow for
"p first of four tournaments
scheduie this spring.
d
The Tigers will play a
"•mum of two games and if all
well, they could play up to
, 'The
••ic players
prayers have
nave refined
icuu"
"at they've learned," stated co
co,°ach1 Bruce Spaulding, "And if
i-
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Women face Stanford
M„

U0P'

S women's soccer club
torn be8'n conference play
p0"OrFOw when they meet
l)rn !r ,ouse
Stanford
on
°kside Field at 1 p.m.
prjJ?tanf°rd hasn't played any
(V 'ce games this season as far as
LC, Geoff Smyth knows, but
bave a reputation as an exceii
"w C'ub- In the four years that
th has been at Pacific, StancLh.as gone to the conference
,Pj?nships every year,
th i They'll be a team to contend
m state(l Smyth.
Next Wednesday the club will
0nf to Hayward for a league
"Ontation with Hayward

2

J

™PmiLhe"A"'°Off Season and
Taj's Women are both tied up at 2°*
«.«»• ET'ss H.H. are
Women
B .
leading the pack at 2-U.
The games are played J" the
main gym. Sunday through Thursday

TheAonual I.M. Rabbit Run

ill take place March 22nd. Both
i'and'women may pmrrc,^
and can sign up at ne
be8it3£Snben.rgt

also open

on^'t'f^o^rSSed
"TbfmJn'gym and is open from
in the main gy
day through
12 noon to 3 p.m., Monuay
Friday.

Open 7 days a week

Try Our
Deli Sandwiches

Junior-year programs. Postgraduate diplomas. One-year Master's
degrees and Research opportunities in the social sciences are offered
at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

Budweisei
KING OF BEERS.

CUague^ORANGE) Omega Phi
AlpSftads 3-0. (BLACK) The
Old Psycho Buffalos are leading

Just

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
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Wen's soccer on road

Comer
March Lane
& Pacific Ave
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Intramurals:

After one week of play, here's
how the intramural (I.M.) basket
ball teams stand:

Closest
Liquor
To
Campus
pened

snored by Mario Alarcon. Bruce
Ned one.

SPORTS I

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Ken Earle
U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

The wide ronge of subjects includes:
Accounting & Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies,
Economics, Econometrics. Economic History. European Studies, Geography,
Government, Industrial Relations. International History. International
Relations, Law, Management Science. Operational Research, Philosophy.
Planning Studies, Population Studies. Politics, Sea Use Policy, Social
Administration, Social Work, Sociology. Social Psychology. Statistical and
Mathematical Sciences, Systems Analysis.
Application blanks from

Admissions Registrar. L.S.K.. HoughtonStreet. London WC2. England
Please stote whether junior year or postgraduate

London School of Economics and Political Science

GOOD

PEOPLE
ARE HARD
TO FIND.
So to make the job of locating good people easier for us, we're estab
lishing a Marketing Intern Program for seniors.
The program lasts9 months -- itstarts October or February and involves on-thejob training in selling and management training in our local agency.
You'll be asked to put in 16-20 hours a week, for which we'll pay you $400 a
month -- plus any commissions you earn on sales.
Your major doesn't matter, but we are lookingfor people with definite patterns of
campus activity and achievement. If you're interested and if you think you might
qualify for the program - which, of course, can lead toa career with us -- call Victor E.
Overholt, C.L.U. 941-4711 to set up an interview.

$%CAL

WESTERN LIFE"

Stockton Agency
242 N. Sutter St. 7th Floor
Stockton, California
California-Western States Life Insurance Company/Home Office: Sacramento
An American General Company
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I FINAL WORDS
On the darker side

Student Union wants more unity for blacks
By Kereshawn Hardy
Staff Writer

According to recently elected
Black Student Union President Roger
Ealey, there is a need for more Black
unity among blacks at UOP.
Ealey, a third year engineering
student from Vallejo, CA, was elec
ted BSU president in the fall of last
year. Ealey said one of the goals "is
to emphasize the need for social
relationships among blacks on this
campus, as well as with other groups.
We also want to bring some form of
awareness to issues that pertain to
UOP's black students."
The BSU is here to serve a pur
pose Ealey says, and that purpose is
to act as a voice for the black students
of UOP. "The BSU will aid black
students with problems they may en
counter here at UOP. These problems
range from dealing with racism, to
the lack of activities geared toward
the needs of
UOP's
black
population," Ealey said.
The BSU which has observed
Black History Month this February
will end its celebration on Feb. 23
with an evening of theater and poetry
featuring scenes from the plays "A
Raisin in the Sun," by Lorraine Hans-

Tennis faces
Berkeley
From page 7
sity of Arizona Invitational Tour
nament. Their first round match pit
ted them against Trinity College,
ranked third in the nation. The
highlight of the day was Trina Lee's
match against Gretchen Rush, who is
seeded fourth in national collegiate
rankings. Lee, playing UOP's num
ber two position , lost 7-6, 8-6,4-6, 6-

1.

"Last year Gretchen Rush made
it to the U.S. Open quarterfinals,"
says Graham. "She lost to Andrea
Jaeger in three sets. If Trina can keep
playing as^she is, she'll be in the top
50 NCAA rankings. It was a very
good match."
In the second round, UOP
played Utah, winning 6-3.

berry, and "A Caged Bird," by
Floyd Barbour. The BSU began the
month with a back-to-school dance
on Feb. 4 in the Elbert Covell
building. It was a big success with an
estimated attendance of about 200
people, according to BSU Treasurer
Lorna Cavin.
On Feb. 11 an African art exhibit
was held in Elbert Covell College.
The exhibit featured various art
pieces, pictures, and clothes from
Africa. There was also a slide show of
some of the cities and peoples which
Black Studies Department Chairman
Dr. Mark Ealey had taken on his
most recent trip to Africa.
"In order for the BSU to func
tion, we need the help of the black
students of this school. They need to
come to the meetings and get in
volved. The more people that do,
the more we will accomplish. There
was a time when there wasn't a BSU
here, in fact there was a time when
there were fewer blacks at UOP than
there are now. Back then it took a
great deal of unity for them to get the
things they wanted," Ealey said.
The BSU was first chartered at
UOP in 1967. According to Tommy
Ware who is a former UOP student,
the president of the first BSU was

Gloria Smith. Ms. Smith's BSU was
very vocal, and through a coalition of
that BSU and the two or three black
UOP faculty members, they were
responsible for the creation of the
Community Involvement Program at
UOP. Through the work of black
students and other "third world"
students, as well as a few white
professors, CIP was born. This made
it possible for even more black stu
dents to come to UOP. UOP's Black
Studies Department grew out of the
efforts and interest generated during
the years of the first BSU.
Ware attended UOP as a student
from 1971 to 1974, after which he at
tended graduate school and received
his M.A. degree in Communication
Arts. Ware now works at CIP as dir
ector of the Supportive Service
Program.
"I've been associated with this
university for over a decade. I've
been witness to the activities of black
students and BSU's throughout the
1970's to today," Ware said. At the
time Ware was a student at UOP, the
president was an art major, Andrew
Norris.
Norris wrote in the 1974 UOP
year book Naranjado, "To me the
BSU is a good thing for black people

Lady Tigers in crucial tilt
From page 7
player movement.
Last Friday Sheri Bates led the
scoring attack against Fresno with 14
points and Joy Dana followed with
13.
Top rebounders were Janet
Whitney with nine, Dana and Karen
Jacobsen with eight a piece, and
Bates with seven.
Last Tuesday UOP hosted
University Nevada-Reno in a nonconference game that French
described as "fun."
"We really enjoyed it," he ad
ded. "Everybody got to play and
everybody scored. Our freshmen
played real well."
Though Reno came within five
points of the Lady Tigers in the
second half and held Pacific scoreless
for nearly five minutes in that same

half, French never had visions of his
team going down in defeat.
"My only concern," stated
French, "was that they might keep
the game close enough so that
everyone couldn't play."
Jacobsen was the leading scorer
for Pacific with 16 points, while Betsy
Donovan and Dana each added 10.
Janet Otto led in rebounds with
10 and Dana followed with nine.
For Reno, Chris Starr tallied an
incredible 22 points against the
Tigers. Shelia Wilburn followed with
16 points.
The game, which ended in an 8163 Tiger win was not a well played
game but ^ meaningful one for
Pacific. It was the last home game of
the season and the last home game for
seniors Bates, Tracy Glandon, Jacobsen, and Kim Lung.

to become involved with. It is for
those black people who believe in
themselves and the black race. The
BSU this year partied, yes, but more
importantly, we became involved in
the community, the school, and with
ourselves, and did some good."
In March the BSU will be
holding its bi-monthly meetings on
the first and fifteenth at 9:00 p.m. in
Knoles Hall, rm. 212. Two events are
planned for the month. On the tenth,
there will be a pot luck dinner in the
Bechtel International Center at 7:00
p.m. On the twentieth a skating party
is planned for Hammer Lane Skate
from 4:45 to 6:45 p.m. For more in
formation pick up a BSU calendar
from BSU Secretary Susan Van
Buren. There will also be monthly
newsletters available, Van Buren
said.
The BSU currently has twelve
members and is looking for more
people who are willing to participate.
Membership is five dollars.
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Columnist ys Note:
Some people have approached
me with complaints about my article
in last week's Pacifican. The title
that I chose for the series of articles,
"On the Darker Side", is being per
ceived in a number of different ways.
Some people think that it means on
the "bad side". That is not the case.
In this white-ruled society in which
we live, things that are dark or black
tend to carry negative conotations.
In the movies the good guys wore
white, while the bad guys wore black.
Sayings like, "He is the black sheep
of the family", and "It was a dark
day in American History", are just a
few of the negative things associated
with darkness and the color black.
My decision to use, "On the Darker
Side", should not be taken in that
light. I felt that "On the Darker
Side" would tell our side of the story
from a Black perspective.
I would also like to say that not
all UOP black students are receiving
financial aid. Some people thought
that last week's story gave that im
pression.
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This piece and many other works oj art by UOP artists are now on display in
the UC Gallery.
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Faculty travel is limited
From page 1
to administrators, although they are
asked to limit themselves to one trip
per year, and these trips must be of
service to the University.
Administrators also have access
to a discretionary fund which they
must defend as a legitimate part of
their budget, reveals Davis.
All
money allotments within the Univer
sity must be justified, but this un
classified money's accessibility may
suggest a contradiction in the Univer
sity's latest money-saving measures.
Davis speculates that much of
the funds administrators set aside go
toward faculty requests for equip
ment replacement. These funds ac
count for less th^n one half of one
percent of the entire budget,
however, faculty travel funds also

'Squeal law' halted

b»roV°pr o:d,n,

Queen in SF

Francisco from Souther
California rather than take th
royal yacht Britannia. The Queen'
early arrival meant she had t
make a rare appearance at a hotel
She spent last night at the St. Fran
"" Hotel in the heart of San Frun
CISCO,

Recession ends
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to make reservations for
Spring; break.
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Travel soon!

Scienee bill

462-1767,

Come see the new 533i

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going
to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.

The ultimate performance car

Because Permapass!"our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particle—each rfiusical detail—onto the tape. So music stays live.
Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.

Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias H, mail us the tape and we'll replace it free
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count for a very small amount, a
faculty trip to as far away as New
•
fnr.
York might cost only about $300, if a
A permanent injunction, forprofessor is economical. These
P
faculty restrictions will "not really
make a difference" in the budget,
states Davis. "It's just a drop in the
bucket."
Some faculty members are jjges. U.S. district judge Thomucritical of the new restriction, as it finery made his Feb. 18 tenr
limits their exchange of knowledge porary injunction permanent
with others in their field.
Another spokesman for the Department ol
objection arose when five ad Health and Human Services sale
ministrators traveled to Monterey for the injunction will be appealed.
the Annual Council for the Advance
ment and Support of Education
(CASE) Conference. On February 79, two representatives from PubSt
Relations and three from the
California's harsh weath<
Development office attended this orced Queen Elizabeth II to fly t
conference with University funding.

It's not
too early

Presenting High Bias n and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
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